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Sparling negotiations undetWay

Local news
at a glance

by William Baldyga

Prof awarded

News Editor

Norman Gierlasinski, an
accounting professor at
Central's SeaTac Center, was
named "1996 Outstanding
Educator" by the Washington
State Society of Certified Public Accountants.
This award is presented to
a professor who has made major contributions to accounting
education and through professional activities.

As of 3:30 p.m. Tuec.,day. negotiations had begun with Greg Sparling
for the head coaching joh with the
men's basketball team at Central. ac·
cording to the Athletic Director Gary
Frederick.
"I ha\'C been contacted about the
job and we are currently in negotiations." Sparling said Tue~day night.
Last week's remafi.~c., by Sarah
Shumate. vice president of student

Robbers attack worker
A window was broken and
an employee was assaulted
when three white males attempted to burglarize the Recycle Shop at 2 a.m. Monday.
The would-be burglars
were confronted by a store
employee "working late," according to the police report.
He chased the suspects until
they "stopped and assaulted
the store employee. resulting
in minor injuries to his face:·
The suspects fled in a dark,
late ·s0s. two door Mustang.
Ellensburg Police request
anyone seeing a vehicle of that
description to contact authorities.

Employees honored
Cenlral will recognize 63
civil servants who have accumulated 830 years of service
toCWU.
President Nelson and Ona
Youmans. director of personnel services, will give plaques
to civil servants that have hecn
with Central for I0 to 30 years
in a ceremony at 2 p.m .. May
22 in the Mary Grupe Center.

Coaching candidate Greg Sparling

affair1,. \d1 ich quc'lti uned the ahilit~ (J I
Sparling 1u recruit hl ack ba'-\ kctha ll
playcr<i t\:, ultcd in the grcatc'lt <i pum
contrcm:: r.., y at C\\'C <iincc the Dean
Nichoh(l n era. \lcdi a corcragc resulted in Shumate\ fiN ch oice. Ed
Andri-.t. r.urning down the job.
Spariing. a former player. ac.,-,i stant
coach and intcrm head coach at Central led last year's team to a 15-15
record . Supporters of Sparling demanded he be gi,·cn a chance after a
season riddled with injuries and pla~ er
ineligibility As of la)t weck the make-

Beck Hall resident remembered
Friends that lived with Exstrom in
Beck Ha11 got word of the accident
Sunday afternoon.
The recent death of a Central freshEric Cooke. Exstrom · s close
man has left many students that knew friend and roommate. got a call from
him with feelings of great sorrow and a friend back home who broke the
anger.
..-----------..news of Adam·s
Adam Exstrom,
death.
19. of Redmond,
.. I was in total
Wash. was involved
disbelief."· said
in a car accident
Cooke ...It was so
around 2 a.m. Sunhard to tell all our
day. May 5. After
friends that he was
dropping off a friend.
dead. I remember

by Sara Bickler
Staff reporter

~: ~:~:e~"~":e!~::

4.·· ~:1\ki~~:o;~no~:

just minutes from his
home. On Novelty
Hill. located on the
outskirtsof RedAdam Exstrom.
mond. Exstrom's car
nm over a street sign. hit a tree. and
plummeted into a hea\·ily wooded
n1vine.
II was the fallen sign. that lipped
off a local man that there had been
an accident, and emergency whicks
were called immediately to the
scene.
Exstrom was pronounced dead
that morning at Harhoniew Medical
Center in Seattle.
'

coming up to me
asking what was
wrong. It wasn·t
long before e\·ery one was crying and
calling others to let them know:·
Beck LGAs \\·ere instructed w
meet freshmen at Beck"s door as they
returned from weekend acti,·ities.
..I came home later that ewning
and you could feel the 1ension as ~ou
walked through the fwnt door:· said
Beck resident Melissa Shme ...Pel)ple
were O\'Crcome with grief and nl1h,)d~
really knew ho\\ to handle the initi•d
shock.'"

With the case still under im·estigation by the King County Police Department. students still don·t know
what nents led up to the fatal ac,:ident.
·There have been different stories
about what actually happened prior to
the accident. but it is 'ery difficult ro
except that it is possible that we will
never know any details about what
happened to our friend:· said neighbor Julie Reed.
Owr ..i5 Central students. mos1Jy
residents of Beck Hall. attended funer~ll serYkes last Friday in Redmond.
··The funeral ga\e us a sense of
closure." said family friend Tiffany
Stetson. ··seeing his famil~ and all the
people that ,·ame fwm Ct>ntral really
ser an intim~1te tone fr1r the sen ice."
:\\\eek later. the halls 1..1f Beck are
still unusually quier. Qu1..1tes that summarize the frelings friends had f1..1r
Adam are wrirten 1..)n wJlls ~md windows thwugh1..)ut the hall.
··Adam \\as a gre~u gu~ ;:mJ m~
l°'est friend:· saiJ neighl°'l°'r T.J.
Barkt>r ... It is up w us (\,,) keer his
mt'llll'r~ aliH'. and n:memrer him J.'
a ~1..1tmg ~md energetic ~rs1..10. rhe "a~
he \\1..)uld ha\e wantl'J us 11..' think 1..1f
hin1:·
" ':. / ! • •, • .' / •:
••

,

'

I

up (J f nt:\ t ~ ~'1 r ' h:.i~~;;thalf k21rn '-'· ::t'in qut: )tiun.
·T ht<i i ~ giJi n::: [(j hu;'"t Lh in rec.-ru 1ting." · Sparl ing ":.iid ·Jltht: d..:i.i: in hi ring 21 L" iJach. ··But J" 1,c betn ,·-'nth.::
ph une k.::~p i n g rt:•Jri::: rm th.:: !i n-:: ..
Shu mat~ \\ '1 '- c:u nt'1ded T u t ~J.:::~
eveningand dec: li ne d c<1 mme nt ,_. n
whether Sparling v. a:s in the middle <Jf
negotiation;,, f1Jr the job.
.. I am just tr: ing to bring th i~ ~ itu
ation to a cl ose :.is quick!: a'!. po5.sihle." Shumate -.aid.

Marijuana
legalization,
hazy iss~e
by Kelly Lawjng
Staff reponer
Marijuana is the mosl fre-

quently used iJlegal drug in the
United States and if Initiative 66~
it could become legal in
Washing1on.
lnitiath·e 663, if passed. would
legalize industrial and intoxicating
passe~

hemr.
The initiative is being sponsored by Hemp-lnith'e Projects of
W~hing1on State (HIP-WS).
··A lot of mainstream American~ were sick of how this prohihition is going ,)n and they didn't
foci comfortable tapping into a
suhcu1ture ~() they all .:ame together and formed thi~ organization," S•lid Thom~ Rohan, of Sealtle who is the founder of HlP-

See Yleed/page 2
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i~itiative to legalize marijuana made it to the state ballot how would you vote .and why?

Mark Wilkerson. j unior.
public relations
'T d vote for it because
there are a lot of benefi ts
produced not necessarily
for smoking."

Tanya Fritzsche. junior.
early childhood education
··1 think I'd vote no . I
think if they legalize one
thing then they'll try and
get more passed.··

Tommy Barfoot. fresh m an
"Dcfinltelv a hig fa t no . It

Debra Applin. junil1r.
E nglish

doesn' t

··1 think it should be

do anytlling good

for you it j ust takes away
brain cells that I tend to

Yaluc:·

kg ali .led

b Cl' i.1U SC

it . s a

cl~cap and cfkL'tiYc way
w sah~ rCSl.1Ufl'CS. It l'an
be used to make paper.
clothes and wpc ...

Tim

.h1n l'~ . frc~ lmun

.. 1 think it\\ l'I Ul d I"l'~l lll..' l'
LTimc :1 h'IL G:m~~ r cr~
\\ \'l t!l dn"t ha' c 11:'-fifht l1, cr
tcITi tl.1rial ~cllin f ri~hb. Ir
\\ 1.1u ld ~a' c :1 ll)t l1f nh.mc~
~pent l.111 ~\)\ crnmcm l'rinh.'
fi,:!htin,:! ...

_ P~~J

. _______

Wailing woman,
broken biker,
- '._ smoking dumpster
I

'

'
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These items
seized by
campus cops
may be legal
. if initiative
663 passes.
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Campus

Cops
by .William Baldyga
·Monday, May 6, 12:~0 a.m.
A 19-ycar-old man rnling his bike
westbl)und on the 11th Str~ct Mall
struck a turh. tlippeJ owr his hike
and smashed into a sign. The man re.· ceiveil.. varimis injuries and wa:-. 1rans. ptWtcd to the KVCH, and later trans. ported to a hospital in Yakima. Earlier that day, this same man wa~ L·ited
·for an ·MIP by·officers.
·· .. 'Monday, May 6, 10:30 p.m.
· -· .- ·A Meisner Hall second tloor win. dow was hrokcn when a surprise party
got out of hand and a chair went
through it. No charges were filed anJ
na injuries were reported.
· ·· Tuesday, May 7, 1:15 p.m.
Police responded to a disturbance
· call that a·man and woman were arguing in Al-Monty Hall. At the scene
officers calmed the situation between
the 20-year-old man and the 20-yearold woman.
Thursday, May 9, 1:24 a.m. .
.. _A. l~-ye<:tr-9ld man..from·· oavies
Hall was cited for an MIP. Officers
were responding to complaint about an
extremely drunk person when the
found the suspect and determined he
was a minor.

Thursday, May 9, 10:26 p.m.
A dumpster in A-section of Student
Village caught on fire when smoldering charcoal briquettes were thrown
away. The police would like to warn
people that with the warm weather
coming please make sure that all flammable barbecue materials are extinguished before they are thrown away.
Friday, May 10, 9 a.m.
A 31-year-old man reported that a
Smith & Wesson, black .40 caliber
semi-automatic firearm was stolen
from the Tower Theater, in McConnell
Auditorium. The weapon was being
used as a prop for the production of
Biloxi Blues. The Chief of Police is
investigating the crime. He is also
investigating the possible violation of
the CWU firearms policy by the owner
of the firearm. CWU prohibits weapons from being left unattended on
campus.
Sunday, May 12, 9:44 p.m.
A 50-year-old woman from
Kamola was believed to be intoxicated
and screaming throughout the hall.
Officers responded to the complaint
and escorted the woman back to her
room where she was silenced.

FREE

Residence hall voyeur still at large
by Brien Bartels
Assistant news editor
Residence Living's handling of a
trespasser's forays into women's bathrooms drew some criticism from students last week. And although Campus
Police have a positive identification of
the suspect. Chief Steve Rittereiser
said that the suspect would probably
not even be booked.
"If we contacted him doing the
same thing today, we could not book
him into the Kittitas County Jail," said
Ritterciser. "We would have to cite
and release him if charged with a tres-

pass."
Four times this year, a man has
managed to get into locked dormitories during the day. Police said he
would enter women's bathrooms and
watch them shower. These incidents
occurred at Muzzall on Feb. 26.
Quigley on Mar. I and Mar. 27 , and
at Beck on April 17. In the final incident, the suspect was chased to a parking lot, where he escaped by car. The
police received a description of the
suspect and vehicle, adding they have
enough information to arrest the suspect.
When there appeared to be pattern

of offenses, Rittereiser and Lt. Kevin
Higgins told the Campus Problem
Solving Team, a committee that the
police and Residence Living report to.
The team's purpose is to identify
trends on campus. whether increased
noise complaints or violence. in order
to coordinate a response. said Deacon
Meier, the associate vice president for
student affairs and founding member
of the CPST.
CPST decided not to notify the
campus in order to give the police time
to investigate.
Michelle Perhatch, a senior, said
that Residence Living and it's staff of
Living Group Advisors should have
warned residents of the incidents.
"They said it was for the good of
the majority," Perhatch said after discussing the problem with a Residence
Living Office administrator. "That's
like going to New York and thinking
you're not going to get mugged. You
• , 1J1ighJ [!Qt,, 9LJt,vtqu)gn.'t iJ !11.a~t; sense
~: N,J~t11 :~~( t~:af, [i!t!(~~tf~ P~.e~~u-
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Alcoholics
Anonymous

FRIEND AND WE'LL GIVE
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Monday & Friday:
Noon, SUB 107

FIRST-TIME CLIENT

Cpen to all students, staff,
faculty & community members

AVE DA.
. •11
H.l•
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AN[, :>CIENd: Of PllR[ f LOWfR AND PLANT ESSENltS
',1.t,n (,1rr

Natu1al (o!o,Jr'"'

f'l,111t Pure furnf' 41 j Body Cdr1

Sale ends May 19, 1996
Ai pamopaimg Dair. Queenx Swres
©AM D 0 Coro 11995
Reo TM O.M D 0 Cori:;

(Ii)

Dairy Queen• stores are proud soonsors of the Children's Miracle
Network. which benefits local nosp1tals tor children

For more information stop
by the D.A.P.P.E.R. office,
SUB 106, or call 963-3213
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Enrichment
h_ al~~ .hope
to dfaw ·
students
•
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by Uli Martin

Staff reporter
What do Meisner. Beck, and
Hitchcook all -have in common? They
are all enrichment halls here at CWU.
The enrichment halls are offered as a
one-year program of enhanced academic and social opportunities for
first-year freshmen students. They
provide an environment that helps students adjust to university life and
make the most of their first year.
. "With this program we try to help
students as much as possible to ease
them from hig~ school to college."
. said David Waln'Coon. director of
residence Jiving
. The enrichment program in Beck.
Meisner. and Hitchcock is different
. than activities in other halls because
it provides students with extra ben-

16~,_I9_96_ _ _ _____

-----------·--- ,-----·----------f~ge. .J

to adjust more than
''This didn' t quite make the drawwe wanted to, said ing boards because of security rcaCoon, "That is . sons," said Norm Wright , area coorwhy we had to dinator of Residence Li ving .
move the weight
Wright said fulfilling students exroom
from pectations will keep the enrollment or
Hitchcook to' Beck the Enrichment program full .
'to make a bigg~ r
Housing is thinking about other
and bcner one ...
options m make student s paying the
Coon said that extra $370 worth their while. A
the students at Superlab. a· lab with a lot of computHitchcook still ers. Vax and World Wide Web acccs~
have access to the is on the drawing boards.
Garett Grobler/
weight room at
"We think having one big, super
Observer
Beck and Meisner. computer room between the three
"Some students Halls would be ide£!l," Coon said.
at
Hitchcook
A proposal for a scanning card in....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. aren '(happy be- stead or a key that will open dot>rs to
efits. For $370 more a year a student cause they don't have their own the Hal b is an idea. This way moniioring who comes and goes would be
receives a private weight room, math weight room. It only had a few
and English tutors, a Macintosh com- stairmasters and exercycles, but now . easier and would allow for the halls to
puter lab staffed with a trained atten- with it all at Beck it makes for a nice . be secure.
"If you had one huge room. or ·sudant, a peer mentor who helps with weight room that everyone can use,"
academic scheduling, and numerous said Kim Kuresman, LGA at per Room ' for all of these Halls it
would be better than having three little
social activities, including field trips Hitchcock.
·throughout the state of Washington.
Coon said he is glad that students rooms with only a few computers or
When ·the enrichment program had concerns about the Enrichment stairmasters in them." Coon said.
Housing is trying to do their best
moved from Muzall and Wilson flalls program.
to Beck, Hitchcock, and Mei~~er . . "They are paying extra for the pro- to make the enrichment program
things got a little complex. In this grams. so it is good that they voice worthwhile. Students didn't have
much to comment on this topic.
move financial problems arose be~ their concerri~"said Coon.
"I 1ikc the Enrichment program
cause expanding to three buildings
To help faciJitate student's needs,
made things more complicated.
a universal key to g~t into any three because you get to do more-stuff than
"Financially, Housing did not bud- of the Hall doors was proposed to all other Halls." said Scott Subring,
get correctly and we ended up having students of the Enrichment program. freshman.

An enrichment
hall resident
takes
advantage of
.the study , .
areas provided
by the
program.

PEEPING TOM: Students expose trespassing culprit
from page 2
tion?"
David Wain Coqn. director of residence living~ said that all residence
hall staffs handled the situation as directed by Residence Living.
"We di~n't want to cause a panic,
because the police were very close to

an arrest. Sometimes it is very counterproductive to have people panicking." Coon said.
Meier agreed that there should not ·
have been a notification of the entire
campus community while the police
were. investigating the incidents.
"There's a balance of hysterical

response and needless worry about it,
and the other thing that can happen
sometimes is inadvertently affect how
effective you can be in getting to the
bottom of it. Fortunately, as I understand it, they are about to arrest somebody."
Rittereiser also said that an arrest

was possible. and declined to give too
many details about the suspect, other
than to say the suspect is not a member of the local community. But he
also said. since the suspect made no
violent or aggressive moves, the case
would be handled as a misdemeanor
trespass. .

Computers
help find jObs
by Jo Lynn Draper
Staff reporter
The Ellensburg branch of che
Washington State Employment Security (WSES) bureau is closing its
doors on June 7. Central students
won't lose the benefits WSES provides, however.
A job service computer, which will
have a database of current job Hstipg
throughout the state, will be available
for students use in the Career Development Services in Barge Hall, room
202. The job service computer will
provide a listing of entry level as well
as professional jobs_that students can
apply for.
"It's pretty user friendly," Tom
Broberg, director of career deve,lop~nent servi"ces, said.
Starting on June l, students, facill!Y and staff canus~ the computer
from 8 a.m.: to _ ~ p.mi, Monday ·
through Friday. _" i. >
...·In order to use the computer, stu- ·
dents will need to triake an appoint1,11ent with Career Developm~nt Sery~~es. There are three oth~f, comput'e~, at the Ell~nsburg Pub!!~J;.ib~ry.
the Department-of Social and Health
Services, an(in the Learning Skills
Center at Yakima Valley ~ommunity
College:
.
. ··
.
I ··.
"This.W~S a way for people to ac°'.
cess Job Iistings. Kindoflike an elec- ·
tronic bulletin bo~rd," _Gary Monroe.
an employee of WSES. said.
· ·..
· Pot .more ·information contact the
Career Development Servic~s offjce
in Barge 202; . . ·
· ·

::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·

SWdent Health and Coun5el1,ng Center
5ummer Hours

:1!j!jjj;

the past 3 quarters is eligible for these services. :l:ljl !~
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STUDENTS ...
Want more time aMd money when
you return to school next fall?

Godfathers \/Pizza.
"Come try my delicious original thick crust pizza!
It's Pi~za, the way pizza was meant to be!"

Ellensburg
506 S. Main St.
962-1111

~- ,~~

Summer claeeee at Pierce College c;an help you
Pierce College offers fully transferable 100 and 200 level college
credits to Central Washington University in most majors at a fraction
of the cost-$46.00 per credit or $460 for 10 to 18 credits. You
quickly can complete needed classes, enabling you to finish your
degree sooner or have more time when you return to school

You don't have to give up your vacation

~ .

Summer quarter at Pierce College is only eight weeks long and a
variety of four-week classes also are available. Summer tern) begins
June 18 and classes start throughout the summer.

Beat the tuition hike
The state legislature raised tuition beginning in the fall, making the
affordable summer credit at Pierce College an extra value.

Call Pierce College today
Tacoma: (206) 964-6705
Puyallup: (206) 840:.8400

#~~
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We Deliver! ·
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Doubles Deat-T Larg;2-Topptngj--Jumf·; O--~fA11-You-Can-Eat
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Combo
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1
1
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I
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I
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I •&So/oBlggerThanALarge! I
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r 1 1
J
I •Over
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b
v
·
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1
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I
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I
I
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i The Observer is a laboratory newspaper produced by students in conjunction
i with the school's communication department. The opinions here do not neces.i sarily reflect those of the university. Unsigned editorials and cartoons represent
·'l

the opinions of a majority of The Observer editorial board. Opinions expressed
in letters to the editor are those of the author.
- .
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OBSERVANCE

Crisis (Mis)management
Last week. the Observer ran a story about the basketball coach selection process. ln the story were comments Dr. Sarah Shumate, the vice
president for student affairs, made to several basketball players and reporters. Her comments, though in!lammatory, were not as bad as the fallout
from the article's publication. As a result, we learned several important
points.
First of all, we learned that people arc reading the Observer. Like a
wildfire. word spread across the state about her controversial quotes. The
story about the coaching crisis was front page news by Friday morning.
From ·the Ycikima · Herald-Republic to The Oregonian. from KXLE in
Ellensburg to KVI in Seattle, people were talking about the situation at
Central.
Second. we learned that Dr. Shumate needs more experience in media
handling. From the minute the papers hit the newsstand she was on the
defensive. claiming that four different students, on two separate occasions.
had misunderstood, misinterpreted and misquoted what she was sayi_ng.
On KVI 570 on Friday, she claimed that she didn't remember the conversations. L~ter, in a ICller to the community, she claimed that the Obse1wr had used ·'sernnd-hand reporting ... juxtaposed with (other) comments'' in order to draw inaccurate conclusions. Finally, she denied the
whole incident.
The last thing Dr. Shumate wanted tD do was attack her own charges.
In her letter to the community she makes a point nf calling the Obse1wr
staff "'undergraduute reporters.'' For many who read this, the connotations
were dear- the Ob.ffl'l'er wa~ a group of unprofessiunal students, and they
didn't take their jobs seriously . We hope that we have demonstrated to
the contrnr) -- that even undergraduate rcponcrs can be as thorough and
accurate as prurc·ssionals. Th~ response from the community and the profcss1llllal press has been supporti\e or our efforts.
·Last, \\ c karned there is no l_cuJcrship at Central. The Board of Trustees Chair. R\ln Dot1.auer, said that the issue with Dr. Shumate was a pcr'>Onnel anJ nut a puiiL·) 1:-.sue. elkctl\ ci.) L.lroppin~ the issue in P!'esiJcnt
Nehon", lilp. Pre-.iLknt Nelson's first reaction \\'ll) to say that he. hadn't
read the arllck 111 the paper anJ wasn't concerned ._ Thus. the late or the
-,nuation \\ ds dr\)ppcJ in Dr. Shumate':- lap.
JI there h,tJ been real lc~tdcrship m Barge Hall last ''--eek, the president
\\ ll uid kt\e t:tken charge a-, the spokesman llf the university. rather than
p:ts\ing the hud in a public relations crisi-. 10 one of his recently hired
' i...·L· pre-,1de111-..
_
ThL' pl.· upk up 111 B.trgc !fall karncJ a lut ul' important lesson~ this \\eek .
LL·t ·' h1 lpe those k-,sun-. .ircn 't forgotten a~ slHll1 a~ they toss their copic-.
ll lhc 0/ ).\1/"\'1' ,.111 thc trash 1nr. l1l)pefull). lhe recycling hin).
1

Shu mate's letter ·to the community
Lener to the Community:
I would like to clarify several sratements attributed to me in the May _9
edition of Central Washington
University's student newspaper, the
Observer.
Indeed. I did have a conversation
this week with two students who were
members of this year's men's varsity
basketball team, about the university's
national search for a coach. However,
I did not say; nor do I believe, that our
team would have won more close
ga~es this year if we had more persons of color.
Second-hand reporting of my conversation with these two players, juxtaposed with comments I made in an
interview with Observer staff, seem to
have led these undergraduate reporters to cohclusions which do not accurately reflect my academic values. my
professional judgment or my personal
feelings.

· Yes, Central Washington Univer- ·am vitally interested in comparing the
four finalists' credentials and track
sity is - and has been for years committed to providing educational records in student recruitment and reand athletic opportunity for a diverse tention, team-building, win-loss
record, and commitment to goals student population.
Yes, Central Washington Univer- like diversity and graduation- which
sity sports teams have for years given Central Washington University holds
talented and dedicated student athletes high.
I am committed to rebuilding the
of all racial and ethnic backgrounds
the opportunity to represent our uni- proud athletic tradition of Wildcat
versity and compete successfully at men's basketball - winning contests,
the conference, district, regional and graduating students, and providing
students of all backgrounds opportunational levels.
Yes. in my professional judgment, nity to compete and excel.
I hope to announce the name of
coaches have a responsibility not only
to recruit and teach student athletes, Central's new men's basketball coach
but also to encourage, enable and next week. And, I hope that all of you
motivate those students to prepare wh9 share Wildcat Pride will join me
themselves successful! y for careers - _ in supporting the successful candidate
by establishing and pursuing their aca- as we work together to build the victories - both on the court and off demic goals to graduation.
Yes, as the hiring authority whose of the 1996-97 se.ason and beyond.
responsibility it .is to select Central's Dr. Sarah E. Shumate
next men's varsity basketball coach, I Vice President for Student Affairs

Guest Column:

What it takes to build a winning t_eam
by George .Macinko ..

Professor of ·Geography.

the teams with the best players and

<·.b.e$t coaches generally encl \.IP on'tOp,

·-:.: At ,the 'collegiate lev:e! the ~~st
players (NCAA Division '!) are all on
Underlying the cL1rrcnt basketball full-ride, "athletic" scholarships that
controversy is the belier that Central Central can neither afford nor is perneeds to dump its current basketball mitted to offer because of NAIA rules
coach in favor or one who will bring
in more players of color. and, thus (it
is implied). guarantee championship
seasons. But, is reality so simply strur.:turcd? Winning basketball teams come
in all shades. Most of the better col le-

should not look to NCAA Division I
as its model. Most Division I football
and basketball teams have dismal academic records. Few teams graduate
more than 50 percent of their players
- most do much less well.
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I must express my extreme alarm
and outrage with the comments made
by vice-president of Student Affairs
Sarah Shumate. Her statements re, garding
her
'·academic
valucs ... profcssional judgmcnt...[andl
personal beliefs" toward diversity
goals in education and athletics smack
of considerable bias and reach ludicrous conclusions. I am not only outraged at the ideologies expressed
ahout what constitutes appropriate responsihility, hut am even more aghast
toward what she deems proper methods for accomplishing minority representation.
Hasty generalizations such as hers
not only reek of outright discrimination, hut reveal an attitude that extending her personal bias upon CWU is a
right and privilege based upon her
position; a right neither she nor anyone has any business imposing.
In the basketball hiring fi asco, the
abolition of the men's junior varsity
feeder program coupled with the death
of coach Coleman in 1995 explains the
reason as to why the previous season
was not as successful as in the past.
Nonetheless, the team ended with a
respectable I 5- I 5record, despite the
vacuum created. As unqualified as
Shumate is to pass judgment on
Sparlings abilities, other factors were
present to assist in her hiring decision.
With support for Sparling coming
from nearly every vested pany, from
the booster club, to the athletic administration, other coaches, the players
themselves , and finally the hiring
committee, respect for his style and
talent should have been obvious.
What precipitated you to ignore all
of this grass roots support from all
vested parties?
What specific criteria did you use
to make your decision?
Of all comments made, the most
disturbing ones extend the very stereotype all have been trying to eliminate
via sponsoring diversity. The notion
that black athletes are better athletes
and necessary to ensure success and
second that it is difficult to find good
athletes who are good students perpetuates two age old stereotypes. She
goes further by specifying colored athletes, an opinion I find particularly
deplorable, but even without the race
factor mentioned, an unacceptable
summatio n Any athl ete-scholar
should take great offen se to these
statements advanced. With high level
administration comes the need to practice diplomacy, due diligence, and due
process. Not only did Shumate err
grossly in announcing her first coach
selection before his acceptance, but in
stating her personal feelings toward
Athletic Director Frederick's purported resignation remarks, she acted
in a manner that violates an ethical and
... ;·:·:··
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professional standard required of such
a position. Finally, by advocating that
it is a coach's responsibility to obtain
black athletes who attend classes and
graduate, she has done a grave injustice to coaches and the race she is attempting to assist. Good coaches foster an understanding and appreciation
of hard work, but it is not their implicit
duty to monitor each athlete's educational progress. For all people, selfdetermination brings with it the requircment of living by a creed of personal responsibility.
Why did she decide to make formal
public announcements that come into
direct conflict with the university's
standard procedure of naming new
hires only after acceptance? Why did
she respond to the Frederick resignation rumor when it has not been substantiated? What makes a coach responsible fo r his athlete' s scholastic
success?
In February Ms. Shumate had already painted herself as a reactionary,
when she vocally implied the omission
of her middle initial in a formal report
was an act of sexism. From which basis did she reach this conclusion?
Shame on her for · these acts of misconduct, assumption jumping, and stereotyping, especially within an institution of higher learning that prides
itself on critical thinking and the education it provides. First you claim
sexism has occurred upon your person,
then you employ discriminatory tacries as a solution to implement diversity, one has to ponder-with such a
predisposition to point the finger at
others and practice acts of bias, maybe
the enemy you seek is within. Final11y,
I'd like to offer Ms. Shumate a direct
challenge. If, as she claims, she was
taken out of context by "undergraduatereporters"(aphraseobviouslyuscd
to insinuate a lack of credibility and
professionalism), consider this an invitation to put those statements into
any context she likes and make them
viable. Akin to the Marge Schott comment regarding Hitler's policy toward
Jewish people, Shumate may have
been "okay in the beginning ,
but....went too far" with how to accomplish her goals. Perhaps another
locale would be better served by the
concepts she espouses.
Scott Andrews, CWU alumnus

I congratulate Sarah Shumate on
her attempts to make this campus more
diverse. The statements she has been
making in the Obserrershow hertrue
feelings concerning cultural diversity.
Wouldn't it be great if our campus was
so diverse that women and mmoritics
filled every position? I agreed with
Ms. Shumate when she told The Ohserver thal "(she) felt it was important
lo have a female" in the position of
Director of Financial Aid. It is more
important that the school look for a
woman to fill this position rather than
to have someone who has a background in financial aid. Hurrah for
Sarah Shumate. She understands the
fact that any woman is better than any
man to run financial aid offfces.
As many of you know, Ms .
Shumate's latest crusade is to assure
the students of CWU a basketball team
who will win champion ships. Although it is important to recruit high
caliber players. Ms. Shumate came up
with an easier way to win. All we have
to do is recruit players of "color.,.
Please. For the sake of the CWU basketball team don' t tell your friends at
other schools the specifics of Ms.
Shumate's theory. Many of you sports
fans probably know this idea came
from Ms. Shurnate' s contemporary,
Jimmy the Greek.
Ms. Shumate's theory is ingenious,
but not the best. A retired faculty
member mentioned that CWU Basketball was most successful under the
direction of Coach Dean Nicholson.
Coach Nicholson is and was bald
while leading the basketball team into
championship wins. The position for
men's basketball coach is open now.
What Ms. Shumate should do is hire a
bald male and he will lead the team to
victory. I would suggest Patrick
Stewart. He has expenence supervising a diverse group (Including
Klingons. A group very under represented at CWU).
Ms. Shumate should create a committee composed of herself and the
gentleman who caused the brouhaha
overG.A.L.A signs. Their agendas are
different, but the goal is similar.
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c'ntitlcd ·:Baskethall
_upsc_t hy
Shumate scom111e111s. Inth1sart1cle.
Vice President for Student Affairs, Sar<th Shumate . was paraphrased hy
\like Blankenship thus: "If we had
more than one person of color (on the
team), we \\ i >ukl ha\ c v. nn more or
tnuse close games." In Shumate' "\ pnsit ion of auth urity, she is to he scnsitive to stude nts' needs and affair" regardless o! racial hack.ground. This
statement i \ as irresponsible and unjustly biasL'd. Obviously, talent in any
area doc"l nOl have anything to do with
race. ''Color" has nothing to do with
what makes a good basketball player.
Blaming of the team's defeats on
an absence or team "diversity" shows
a definite lack of realistic perspective
on a game well-played. A close game
can be decided by any numher of factors. Race is not one of them. Why nol
congratulate the team for their efforts
rather than condemning them for the
disproportionate number of bl acks on

\'
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the coach''\ rcsrumihilll) Ill ncatc a
raciall y divcrsc tcamrathcrthan.t\.\ !11ning team·: In this age uf affirr11ati\.c
action, qualit} is uften :-.acri !'iccd in
favor of rilling racial quotas. l1L1 l'.orn munity 1ike this one. \.\here there arc
fewer "people or color" per caplla 1h ~rn
many other commun1t1e'>. ~.rnal i
amounts of ··color·· on spnrts team'
should he expected. Our team 1~ cumpos.~d of the best player:-. Jrawn fn>m
the etvailahk pool.
In the future, we cm only hupe that
individuals in important positiuns t)f
authority will learn to exercise more
discrcl iun and thoughtfulness when
commenting about important issues.

Heather Lindloff, student
Kelly Gutierrez. student
Chris Smith. student
Lane J. Berendt. student
~olrn McMurtery, student
Cy Gilbert, sludenl
Aaron Storget, student

Student appalled by Shumate's views
When I read the article in the Observer on Thursday May 9th regarding
Ms. Shumate's views on the basketball
team and it's lack of "color" I was
absolutely appalled. As a student with
an ethnically diverse group of friends
I was frightened by the ideals expressed by our vice-president of stu-

dent affairs. Unfortunately, they are
not uncommon. She seems to believe
that more players of "color" would
automatically create a basketball team
committed to winning. Simply put

See APPALLED/page 6
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Special Thanks \

to the following for
having fun at the Fun Fair
Jeanne Blahut
Vivian Chamberlain
' Shannon Dacey
Mark Engelhart
Leah Finneseth
Liz Fitch
Chris Gienger
Krista Goodman
Julie Harbison
Lisa Hundrup
Chad Husk
Craig Hyatt
Devin Ihly

Susan Thly
Rusty Jordan
Carlene Krail
Karie Langfield
Joe Lanman
Alex Lovell
Stacy Liddick
Julie Martin
Matthew Morton
Lonnie Nach tsheim
Lance Noell
Kim Orth
Mike Parkinson

Kevin Pine
Josh Polacek
Andy Purvis
Erica Schnieder
Matt Schupp
Shannah Smarr
Dana Steinberg
Andrew Toop
Christina Van Horn
James While
Andy Wrigh t

Keri Younker

Sponsored by:
Lincoln Elementary School Parent Council

Tom Stanton
student
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APPALLED: Damage 1s done, now Central

Student journalists are irresponsible '

needs to move on and strive for excellence
From page 5
this is rilfa'ulous. Granted there arc
many great players of "color". but
there arc great players or all ethnic
had,gruunds. S"-in color dnes not dictate ability nr the desire to win. Skin
color dnes llt)l win close games. Those
things l'lllllC from the heart and '>llll] of
the plllyer. anJ last year"~ team
shuwcd both. Sometimes lhl' h•tll just

doesn't roll your way. Racism is alive
and well in this country and can be
found in its businesses, governments,
and universities. And, as this incident
shows, it can be found here at Central.
It is unfortunate that we, the student
body, have allowed a person like Ms. Shumate to become a member of our
university. However, the damage is
done. From here we must do the right
thing. We must recruit players based
on ability and desire. not the color of

To the Editor,
Before jumping to conclusions
about what Vice-President Sarah
Shum,ate may or may not have said
about the relationship between racial
composition of CWU's basketball
teams and winning, it is important to
note the source of the allegation, the
Observer.
I learned many years ago about the
damage unsophisticated student journalists can cause through misquotation, misunderstanding, and misinterpretation of remarks. A student laboratory newspaper can cause just as
much personal and social damage as
a professional paper. and for this reason. I have long been unwilling to submit to campus news interviews on serious subjects.
In the case in question, it is significant to note that the Observer ("Basketball Blues", May 9. 1996; p. 4) reported that Dr. Shumate" ... seemed to
relate the number of black athletes on
the team with the team's ability as a
whole to win games."
Journalists should report what is
said, not what seems to have been said.

their skin. We must let everyone know
that racist ideas will not be accepted
on our campus in any form and toward
any group. Let's give everyone an
equal opportunity to attend our university and participate in our athletic department. We must demand excellence if we are to produce excellence.

Carl Zaremba
stud~nt

Administration discriminating against athletic program
Dear Editur.
l an writing this letter as a concerned husband. alumni. rormcr
CWU coach and city resident of
Ellensburg. The discriminatory. racist agenda or the CWU's Ivory
Nl.'lson-led administrdlion is despicable at best. It goes beyond basketball. ll goes beyond the recruitment
of "color". Hell. most of the CWU
coaches can't afford food, let alone
money to recruit.
My wife. Lori. your swim coach.
has been hurt deeply by this Administration: the insult is her worth to
the program. After a 15 year commitment to CWU, she is going to be released from her teaching duties by the
PE chair (another area I question in
this University).
Lori, who coaches the largest
women's team on campus. and
through the years the most successful
at Nationals. with the help or former
coach Boh Gregson. has asked Ms.
Shumate for full-time coaching status.

The response was that no money was
available. Lori is one of only two female coaches on campus, yet she is
not worth a full time coaching posit ion'! No money avialable? No
women allowed? Rumor has it Dr.
Nelson and Shumate offered up to
$50,000 to a basketball coach that
has not been hired as of yet? Will
Greg get this money'? Will women's
basketball, volleyball or track?
Will football? Maybe a bonus for
winning the title'? Other examples of
this financial discrimination: the
soccer coach has two teams. including the second largest women's.team
on campus. How's he going to recruit
when he hardly gets paid?
Baseball is the laughing stock of
the N.W., not because of their abilities,
hut because of no money for coaches,
equipment or travel . How are they
going to recruit? An open check book
for basketball only?
The current administration is failing the student body and alumni. In

Are you looking for an apartment
Spring, Summer, or Fall Quarter?

Anchor M Apartments
is now accepting applications for
Spring, Summer, & Fall quarters
Stop by the Anchor M office and
pick up an application, or
call 925-2725 for
more information.

today's politically correct society
their firing should be automatic. It
is bad enough to see the coaches of the
school being rorn apart by the bigotry
of Dr. Nelson and Shurate, but it is
you, the student body, that must pay
the price in the end. Ask yourself, are
the hirings of people based on their
ability to teach or lead or on a secondary agenda? Are these adinistrators
t(lling you the whole truth or partial
truths to fit their personal needs?
They have already called four of your
fellow students liars. How many
times have they lied to you?
The character of the University is
being questioned, which in.return will
mean the questioning of the student
body: student and alumni, you should
join together. Walk into the offices of
the Administration or call Administrators and trustees before things get out
of hand.

Dear Editor.
In a May 9 article that appeared in
the Central Washington University
publication "Observer" readers are
told of Sarah Shumate's comments
concerning the Central Washington
University basketball team. She links
losses by the team to the fact that there
were not enough persons "of color" on
the team.
Her conclusions stemmed from
having watched NCAA basketball OP
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meaning, it is the reporter's obligation
to have that person clarify his or her (
intent. It is wholly illegitimate and irresponsible for the journalist to speculate on that meaning and, worse, to
report those speculations as fact as did
the Observer. In the very next sentence the Observer went on to assert
in the form of a rhetorical question that
" ... the Vice President for Student Affairs openly says the way to win in
basketball is to actively recruit more
minorities." (emphasis mine.) If she '
made such a claim "openly," the Observer certainly did not present evidence of the fact.
I have no idea what Dr. Shumate
said in this instance. I just wish that I r.
could depend on the only campus
news medium to give me the facts and
not to palm off conjecture as fact.
Charles L. McGehee,
Professor of Sociology
Editor's Note: This letter refers to
the Observance, which is an editorial
and not a news story.

Alumna angry with Shumate's racial rhetoric

Tim Clark
CWU Alumnus
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If there is any doubt as to a person's
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television where she saw a greater ratio of "color" to I guess non color. She
goes on to allege that the reason for
this imbalance is Greg Sparling's inability "to recruit players of color who
can stick."
Not knowing Greg Sparling or his
abilities, the comments Shumate
propagates lead me to believe this guy
is really not too nice. However, reading on in the article, it would appear
that the person with the faulty recruiting practices is Sarah Shumate herself.
I would think that Greg'sjob would be
to recruit players not colors. To attract
the best of the shooters, passers, dribblers he can and regardless not because of color.
Sarah. on the other hand, is apparently basing her recruitment of coaching candidates on their record of involving colored athletes. I don't say
this to criticize any of the candidates
who interviewed for the job, they
probably were unaware of Shumate's
biased opinions in this matter.
Unless she were as blatant in here
interviews with them as she was with
the Observer reporters. Additionally
what about the practice of stringing on
the process without even informing
current coach he is not being considered?
Her strong statements about Greg
combined with her description of the
"next" coach clearly show the reader
that Greg was not in the running, yet
she let him continue to wait for an
answer and put his own career on hold.
The record of the Wildcats speaks
for itself. Much change has occurred
in the last few years. There will always
be good players and not so good players. Players who have other problems
off the court and players who just
don't meet up to the coaches expectations.
But when we choose players because of color, we are taking a giant
step backwards. It is clear the recruiter
who missed the mark on this one was
the one that recruited Sarah Shumate.
If the bigoted statements she allegedly
told the Observer reporters reflect her
true feelings it is her position we
should be scouting for not Greg's.

In The

Plaza

Karen Griffin
CWU Alumna
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She's grit ·a lot on her 'dangerous mind'
by Sarah Petty
Staff reporter
LouAnne Johnson, author of My
Posse Don't Do Homework, and real life
Eero of the movie. "Dangerous Minds,''
is coming to McConnell Auditorium to
speak about the power of choice.
Johnson has wriuen several books and
is a teacher in New Mexico. She has
inspired many students to think for
themselves and to choose who they are.
Johnson's presentation will take
place at 7:30 p.m. on May 23 with no
admission charge.
The following is what Johnson had
to say in a recent telephone interview.
Q: Where are you from and where
do you live now?
A: I'm from Youngsville, PA.,
which is just south of Lake Erie, right in
the snow belt. Now I live in New
Mexico and I'm staying. It doesn't snow
here!
Q: Tell me a little bit about your
background. How did you become what
you are today and what events led you
to teach'?
A: Well. I wem to college right after high school. I dropped out ancl joined
the Navy. I was a journalist for eight
years and got my degree in psychology.
Then, I went into the Marine Corp OCS
and got my commission as a Second
Lieutenant. I decided that I didn't want
to be in the military all my life. I wanted

to do something important. I started
writing when I was ten so there wasn't
a question of whether or not I'd write. I
decided to become a teacher because I
kept reading about kids graduating from
school who couldn't read and write and
I thought that was criminal. I also didn't
believe they were as bad as people said
they were.
Q: Were they as bad as people said
they were?
A: No, but they wish they were.
When I went in the Navy, I used to cry
all the time because the guys would pick
on me, so I learned to act tough even
though I wasn't. I was really shy when
I was young, so when I went in the classroom, I'd just look at [the kids] and say,
"I know why you're acting like you're
tough, because you wish you were. You
wish you wouldn't hurt your feelings.
you wish you weren't scared, you wish
you weren't angry, but guess what? You
are and I'm not going to tell anyone so
your secret is safe with me."
Q: Are you still teaching?
A: Yes. Actual! y, I'm not going to
be teaching this fall. I'll be doing workshops with student teachers at colleges.
I'm working on a handbook for new
teachers and I'm also working on a book
for parents.
Q: When you come to Central, what
are you going to speak about?

LouAnne Johnson who
was portrayed by
Michelle Pheiffer in the
movie "Dangerous
minds" speaks on the
power of choice.
Johnson will appear in
McConnell Auditorium
May 23 at 7:30.
Admission is free.

See DANGEROUS/Page 9

'Supernova' and 'Energies' to hit Spurgeon Gallery
by Josh Cooley
Staff reporter
"Supernova," and the "Energies
of Being," two art exhibitions, are
coming soon to the Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery.
The graduate thesis exhibition
will showca~c the artistic styles
and techniques of Jeff Fisher, 26.
and Denise DeBusk, 26.
The opening is scheduled for 3
p.m . on Saturday, May 18, and the
show will run 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday, May 20 through Friday,
May 24.
''My show is an emphasis on
sculpture." Fisher said. "It discusses everything from the saturation of technology to the recombining of the inumeral images of
society."
Fisher's presentation will include sculptures and drawings.
''And lots of other junk," said
Fisher.
DeBusk's artistic specialty is
mono-type and wood-cut prints.
and her show will also have drawings.
Monotype prints deal with the
manipulation of a single image
drawn with ink on a Plexiglas
plate. or the artist can place ink
over the entire plate, then wipe it
away to obtain an image.
With a wood-cut print, the artist carves images into a plate of
wood.
When ink is rolled over the
plate, and paper is pressed onto It,

painting by Denise DeBusk

Denise DeBusk and Jeff Fisher
display their works
"Supernova" and ."Energies"
·~! the g~aduate · stµdent
·exhibition in th.e Spurgeon
gallery. The show will run
May 18 through May 20.
Sculpture by Jeff Fisher

the uncarved, flat portions of the
wood-plate leave an image on the
paper.
DeBusk's exposition will display between 15 and 20 prints and
drawings.
"Basically, I am dealing with
the concerns, or significance. of
the interface between human nature and animal nature, in a spiritual state," DeBusk said.

The drawings Fisher and
DeBusk will show contain the
same subject matter and styles of
their specialties.
Both artists agree they would
like people to come away from the
exhibition with stimulated minds.
''I want to mystify people,"
Fisher said. "I want to reflect the
chaotic state of American media.··
DeBusk, on the other hand,

wants to stress the procedure or
her art.
"I want people to be intrigucJ
by the images and the process of
creating the works," she said.
"The process is just as important
as the images.''
Being an art student includes
using university facilities which
makes the process easier and
smoother.

Even though Fisher and
DeBusk are ready to graduate, they
don't want to leave the art facilities at Central.
"The key to making art is the
facilities,'' DeBusk said. "Being
a printmaker requires a prinl. A
printing press is the price of a car
and weighs a ton.''
Eventually. DeBusk would like
to teach her profession at the college level and once again have the
art facilities of a university at her
disposal.
Fisher doesn't have a set plan of
attack for a profession.
"I plan to be J rocket scientist,"
Fisher said. "No, actually I don't
even want to think about what I'm
going to be doing."
Fisher and DcBusk said they
also spend a lot of money un re
sources and materials.
The National Endowment for
the Am isn't providing as much
money for art students as it has in
the past.
.. The NEA has heen tapped
ou1," Fisher said. "So JL)IJal1 o m
are happily accepted. and l1l) I lJ)o\n
silver Honda Accord is for sale."
Fisher and DeBusk will graduate in June with masters of art Jcgrees, then take a year oil. Then.
both art students plan Ill fu rthn
their cducatioo and get a master':of fine ans degree.
Fisher and De Bu~k h~l\ e ~td\ il'L'

See WORK/Page 8
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New kind of 'shot' comes to local bars
by Lydia·west -, ,
~
~t~-~·po~~t~(~:~ ~:_·' ..
,l · • • . - : ,

•• · ' .

Every Thursday night at abou t 9
p.m .. amid a thick haze of cigarette
smoke and the drone or barroom chatter. Longshot. a new country -rod,
hand. pla) s at the Timeout Saloon in
Kittitas.
Their ever-present charisma and
mix or country and rock favorites
keeps peopk on the dance tloor and
makes it hard nor to sing along.
On May 2-l and 25. Longshot will
he piaying at Ellcnshurg's Buckboard
Tavern at 9 p.m.
The hand has nnly been playing together since March but they haven't
had a problem finding places to perform.
They perform songs by artists ranging from Ganh Brooks and Faith Hill
to Lynyrd Skynyrd and Van Morrison.
Toby Udager (lead vocals and guitar). Dave Johnson (guitar). Steve
Damm (percussion and back-up vo- ,
cals), Michael Bellamy (bass guitar
and vocals), and Mardi Jo Jcndrycka
(vocals) make up thi s dynamic group.
Udager. John son. and Damm all
graduated from Kittitas High Schooi
and have played on and off together
for years. Bellamy. Ud ager and
Damm are juniors at Central, and all
of the band members juggle a combination of jobs. family, classes and the
band.
Jendrycka. surpri singl y, is
Udager" smother. Udager grew up listening to both his mother and father
play in various country hands. The
first time he performed for a live au-

r

Longshot strikes a chord with the patrons of a bar in Kittitas. The band plays mostly country with a mix of classic rock songs.
David Dick/photo editor
dience was at age six in front of about
200 people.
"He made sure his pants were
tucked inside his boots so that everybody could see his boots," Jendrycka
said.
Bellamy was introduced to the
band through Jendrycka, who
stumbled upon him playing a bass
guitar down at Ellensburg Mu sic
Shoppe. She asked if he would come

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
* NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
- - ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
· - , , , 409 N. PINE ST.
925-2273

Tandem Jumps

jam with the band, and he's been playing with them ever since.
Damm is also a member of the
band Groundflower, which formed
well before Long Shot, so he has to be
careful about scheduling conflicts.
··1 told
[Longshot] that
Groundflower would be my primary
group, but I'd be more than willing to
help them out," Damm said.
They decided to name themselves
by going to a horse race and taking on
the name of whoever the longshot was.
"Then it dawned on me that we
should call [the band] Longshot,"
Johnson said. "I was actually joking
when I came up with the name, and I
called [Udager] up and left it on his
answering machine as a joke. They
came to practice the next day and said
that was our name. so it kind of surprised me."

I

All the members expressed their
love of music and said if they weren' t
playing in front of an audience, they 'd
be playing at home.
"I get to play music in front of an
audience for a few hours, and I get
paid too," Bellamy said.
They always hope to keep the
crowd into the music.
"Usually in country, if people
aren' t dancing, something's wrong,"
Udager said.
Right now, Longshot is satisfied
with being a local band and playing
around the valley.
"I think we're just kind of going
to roll with the punches and if somebody comes from outside the valley
and says 'We' d like you to come play'
in Yakima or wherever, I think we'd
do it, but right now we're just not worrying about it," Johnson said.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER

Available

962-2570
1011 N.Alder
Located close to camp.us

Lennard Kunz

WORK: A
reward
From Page 7
for anyone planning to major
in the field of art:
"If you ' re going to be an
art student, work your ass
off," Fisher said.
"Learn to be thrifty with
supplies," DeBusk said.
"And plan to spend a lot of
time on your work. "
Both students agree their
field is difficult and timeconsuming, but rewarding.
"My work is a reward,"
DeBusk said. "As well as the
knowledge and personal experience I've gained while
exploring different areas and
classes."
''I've gained a lot of technical and teaching experience
relating to my work," Fisher
said.

-·-----
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OPEN MIKE FORUM
AT

AUSTIN'S EATS
CROW EYE BEAD COMPANY
311 N. MAIN

.
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Kites for ALL Ages
Windsocks &
Banners

'""
Paragliding Lessons
& Sales ·
Flight & Outdoor Accessories

925·5565

Now Renting
2 Bedroom
Units
Laundry Facility
on site
(509) 962-5508
501 E. 18th Street
Ellensburg, WA
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'Twister': it's not ·just a game any more ·

From Page 7

by Cory Rikard
Staff reporter

contnbut1ons
A: AJotofstuff. lcan'treaJly
explain it.. .. mainJy the power of
choice. which is what I talk to my
kids about, but I talk about a lot of
things.
Q: What do you expect people
to get out of your presentation?
What do you want people to walk
away with once they have listened
to you?
A: Thinking about themselves
and what kind of people they are,
what they contribute to society in
theirown small way. We all have
our own small way, but you could
either be a contributor or a detractor. and I think it's important to be
a contributor.
Q: Did you feel that ["Dangerous Minds"] portrayal of you was
accurate?
A: Well, to some degree.
Michelle [Pfeiffer] read [My-Posse
Do11 't Do Homework] and tried to
maintain the character, the integrity and one of the things that we
had talked about was keeping this
idea that you choose what you are,
which is probably the most important lesson I try to give my students. It doesn't matter how much
money your family has, or what
color your skin is, or what gender
you are. No one makes you a liar
or a hard worker. I think that came
through, but there was a bunch of
Hollywood stuff. For example,
one third of my snidents are white.
I think that's really important because it's not poor minority kids
who are ruining our schools,
which some people would like you
to believe. White kids have just as
many problems and it's not an issue of money, either.
Q: Were you involved in the
making of_the movie?
A: Yeah. They showed me the
scripts and I made some suggestions on them. I went there a
couple of times, but I was teaching at the time and I was more concerned with my teaching than with
the movie.
Q: How has being in the military and teaching changed your
life? What do you think y~rn
would be doing now if you hadn't
gone through those things?
A: Well, I'd still be writing,
but I don't know what I'd he writing about. Something different,
rm sure. I guess. since I grew up
in a small town and being in the
military .... which is something very · ..
different from anything I ever
would have done, I guess I got to
learn a lot about different cultures
and people and see the differences.
but also realize the similarities. So.

"Twister," Michael Crichton's
new movie about a team of tornado chasers, has just touched
down in Ellensburg.
Some .have referred to them as
the "eye of God" while others see
the~ as a thing of. beauty. If you
have ever witnessed one, you
know the sheer power and magnitude they possess.
They are tornadoes, and can rip
a house from its roots and drive
wheat stalks through trees at will.
Bill Paxcon and Helen Hunt
head the cast of this two-hour special effects monster which opened
Friday at the Liberty Theater
downtown.
The story begins in the rural
Midwest, mainly the plains of
Oklahoma, with Jo (played· by
Hunt) and her team of chasers preparing to try something no one else
has ever done.

Synopsis: Tornado chasers
do their thing.
Ups: lncreqible special
effects
Downs: Underdeveloped
plot
Overall: 3 stars (out of 4)

Their objective is to better understand tornados by launching
hundreds of small balls into the
eye of the storm that will radio
back its progress.
Bill, (played by Paxton) . who
used to head the operation, and is
separated from Jo, returns to his
team· while trying to finalize their

divorce The problem is they aren ' t
the only ones going about the
project.
Cary Elwes ("Men In Tights,''
"The Cru_sh") plays the part of
Jonas, a former classmate of Jo
and Bill who has be~n corrupted
by big business and has found a
passion for money, not the storm.

As the tension between the two
teams mounts, Jo is overcome by
emotion and revenge on the force
of a tornado that claimed her father years before.
The film's incredible special
effects seem to put the audience
directly in the center of the
twister. Amazing shots and a solid
soundtrack give viewers a nc\N
'twist' on how they view storms.
. The plo·t line leaves something
to be desired, but what it lacks in
acting, "Twister" makes up for in
thrills.
This is not your averngc, runqf-thc-mill movie. Cric_hton has
come up with another blockbuster
to complement his ''Jurassic Park"
popularity.
This is one movie to see in theaters for the sound and picture
quality that is provided by the silver screen.
Definitely a nail biter.
"Twister" just might make your
head spin.
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.Co'IJmunity. reacts to Shu mate's comments
by Jeff Foster, Curt Nelson
and Rob Kauder
Staff reporters
Remarks ahout Central's basketball team and its racial diversity set off
a furor among faculty, students and
boosters last week. Before the dust
cleared. a chain of events rippled
acmss the campus. and the state as
well.
At the 1.:cnter of tile controversy is
Vicc President for Student Affairs
Sarah Shumate. She got there after
making comments regarding both intcrim coach Greg Sparling's ability to
recruit players of color who can stick,
and the racial make-up of this year's
men's basketball team.
The response was overwhelming:
• The article in last week· s Obser\'er sparked stories in the Daily
Record, Yakima Herald-Republic. and
newspapers on the west side of the
Cascades. Television stations, such as
KAPP-35 in Yakima, and radio stations. such as KVI 570 and KIRO 710
in Seattle and KXLE here in
Ellensburg carried the story.
• After Shumate's comments were
printed in the Ohserl'er. Athletic Director Gary Frederick. football coach
Jeff Zenisek. and women's basketball
co<ich Nancy Katzer all threatened to
resign.
Shumate responded to
Frederkk' s comment by saying she

hoped he would follow through and
resign.
• Numerous bOosters from the local community threatened to pull their
support from the athletic program in
response to Shumate' s comments.
The family of Gil Coleman also said
they would pull the Gil Coleman Memorial Scholarship from Central.
• Shumate's first choice for the
coaching position. Eddie Andrist. dedined to take the job.
Players on the team - both past and
present and ·black and white - were
concerned about Shumate's opinions
regarding the program as well.
Returning forward Willie Thomas
said it's not the coach's responsibility
to keep players el igihte. Former..
player Barry Johnson agreed with
. Thomas that it is the player's-not the
coach.'s - .responsibility to stay eli. gible.
"But to a degree a coach has to of· fer tutoring sessions outside the ones
pro,vided by the university," Thomas
said.
Thomas also disagreed with
Shumate' s comments about the team
needing more players of color.
"Whoever is going to get out there
and win is who I want on my team, I
don't care if they are purple." Thomas
said. "We need to get athletes in here
who can play no matter what color.''
Jeff McDonald, a forward on last
year's team, said it wasn't right to say
that about players of any color.
"It's B.S .... She killed our chance

of getting recruits. that's not fair to
anybody, not the players, the university or the boosters." McDonald said.
'

'
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"She (Shumate) had a responsibility to
get us a coach and she's beat around
the bush and hurt our chances for next
year."
Athletic Director Gary Frederick
was also affected by Shumate's comments. He went on the record last
week say_ing he would quit his job if
Sparling was not retained as the bas-

ketball coach. Shumate replied to
Frederick saying that she hoped he
would follow through on it.
Frederick ' did not reply to
Shumate's statement except to say that
she was under a great deal of pressure
about the coaching decision. He did,
however, say he was concerned about
Shumate's charge that Sparling's
coaching ability and the basketball
team were falling from their former
prominance.
"I think he (Sparling) wants to stay
because he has a lot of loyalty to Cential. if you coul~ cut Greg open he'd
bleed crimson and black," Frederick
said. "I think Greg did a great job,
with the injuries and other handicaps."
Frederick-said many of Central's
coaches played for or were assistants
to other coaches who made Central
athletics great, and many of them are
here because of the way they feel
about the school.
"I think the young coaches we have
here now are as tight a group as we've
ever had," Frederick said.
Another person who is discouraged
is local dairyman Gary Winegar, a local booster of Central's athletic program. His family has had a longstanding relationship with the basketball program. Gary's father, Truman,
grew up with Dean Nicholson and they
played basketball together.
"I'm really concerned for Sparling
now," Winegar said. "If the comment
is substantiated- that she said that he
can't recruit and keep people of color

---~~~~~~__;;..._...;_....;;....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Brothers Aaron, .Garth
and Jared Lind jogging
· with Mike Zahn (center
left) may be joined with
. their sister on next years
track team.

on the team - that's putting a scar on
his reputation for the rest of his life.''
Winegar stressed he didn't want to
tell anyone at Central how to do their
jobs, just as he didn't expect anyone
to tell him how to be a dairyman .. But
he was worried about the course Central was plotting in recent years.
· "Through working with the Community Development Committee, I've
talked to a lot of people on campus."
he said. "The common cqmplaint over
and over is that the administration is
trying to micromanage everything."
Winegar said his concern came ·
from the fact that the whol,e community is based on the students and that
Ellensburg is interested in Central' s
future.
"If the alleged statements are in
fact true, that's a direction that Central Washington University does not
want to go down. nor this community," Winegar said. "If Sarah really
feels that way. then she bcner find
another university to work at."
The Daily Record reported on
Monday that John Frazzini, another
Central booster, had called for a special meeting. scheduled for Wednesday. between bo9sters _and Central
administrators to discuss the situation.
While Frazzini said to the Record that
Dr. Shumate would be attending the
meeting, Shumate confirmed on Tuesday that she would not attend due to a
prior commitment. President Nelson
could not be reached to verify whether_
he would attend.
4

lntramLirals
far ·from over
by Tresie Eagle
· Staff reporter

Shantal Chase/Observer

Track team sends ·eleven members to nationals
by Paula Sartain
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Sister to join triplet brothers at Central

Ele vcn track and field athletes will
Sara Lind, a senior at Sunnyside High School, signed a letter-of-intent to compete
rnmpetc with the hcst in the nation next
for the Wildcats in track-and-field next spring.
week.
According to assistant c9ach Charlie Smith, she will be making it a family event,
The Central men placed fourth in scorby joining three of her brothers - Garth, Aaron, and Jared - on the track team next spring.
ing with 88 po111ts in the Pacific NorthLino ~·on the. gir.I~ J8·arict under javelin title at the Junior Olympic Track and ~ield
west regional meet last week.
national championships witry ·a throw of 142-1. She also finished 11 tb·in the heptathlon.
··The two-day event was jarri~packed
Her personal bests In th'c shot put and the long jump are 36-5 feet and 16-5 feet, rewith action ... said assistant Coach Charlie . spectively.
Smllh.
· ·"She's a great athlete." Smith said. "She will be a great asset to the team."
Freshman Chns Courtney was victorious in hoth the I 00 and '.200 meters, with
season hcsts of i0.83 and 21.80.
"We knew he (Tollefson) had a good
Although there were no first place vic··Hl' (Courtney) 'upriscd the heck out
shot at winning both races," said Smith. tories for the Central women. senior
llf C\ crhody. even himself." Smith said.
Senior Jay Spears, who has been nurs- Veronica McGuire and junior Amanda
SL!n 1or Eric Toi lcfson was honored for
ing a sore hamstring, will compete at na- Johnson placed second in the high jump
the sccunJ time as Outstanding Male Ath- . tionals. He wanted to run at the regional and shot put, respectively. McGuire had
ktc On Saturday. he won the 5.000 · meet. hut the coaches exercised caution. a leap of 5 feet 4 inches, while Johnson
lllL'l\.'rs with a time of 14:39.17. and the
"He will be back. we wanted to hold threw 41 feet 3 112 inches.
da~ before, he took the steeplechase with
off one week to get.him healthy," he said.
McGuire will. compete at nationals in
:.I ti111c or 9:02.23. the third best mark in
In women's competition, Central the high jump. Joining her will be junior
:-chll\ll h1-,10ry. Freshman James Day also
placed sixth. scoring 54 l /2 points. On Megan Prkut who will compete in the
set a pcr-,onal record in the steeplechase
Saturday, senior Rebecca Hill set a per- heptathlon.
\\ !lh at ime or 9: 17 .60. the firth best mark
sonal record in the 1500 meters with a
"We wouldn't take them if we knew
time
of
4:41.13.
The
fourth
place
finish
·
they
wouldn't do well," Smith said.
111 sL·huol history. Sophomore Loren
qualified
her
for
nationals.
The
NAIA National competition will
~1~ crs placed first in the 400 meters with
~1 time of -llJ.19.
·
"We knew she had it in her," he said. _be held May 23 to May 25 !n Alanta, Ga.

The Intramural Sports Program has received great reviews
for this spring's sport season.
"Players have commented the softball league is more evenly
balanced among men and women." Bruce Mace. ISP coordinator said.
·
"Golf was a great addition, along with the racquetball and
tennis programs," Mace said. "Now, all we need to do is some
fine tuning with these new additions. This might include
moving racquetball to the winter intramural season."
With three full weeks remaining in the intramural season,
some interesting day and nigh~ time events still remain.
The ISP racquetball tournament will be held this coming
Friday, May 17. and is open to anyone with a $5 entry fee. Also
an open event, is the tennis tournament which will be held on
May 31.
. On May 20 and 21 residence halls will float the Yakima
river, an event organized by the Tent-N-Tube. This trip will
float again .June 1 and 2.
·
Team sports trivia will be held May 20 and 21, in the Sub
pit form 6 to l 0 p.m. Mace said this event derived from a Jeopardy type game, but includes sports trivia instead. It's limited
to l 0 teams of 4. but anyone can participate.
On May 31, the Wildcats Nightgames Program has organized the t_eam obstacle course. This free event is open to
groups of l 0 to 20 people. Mace was not able to give away
specific details to the obstacle course, but he said it might include challenges like spinning around a bat 10 times then trying to make a basket or bouncing a ball up every step to the
gym.
Winner's of this event.will receive coupons to Frazzini's
Pizza Parlor.
''A lot of people really enjoy these night games," Mace said.
For more information on any of these events call 963-3512
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Baseball team finishes season on a losing note
Carmack and Keber ended their seasons 1-7, 1"'6 respectively. Keber
managed Jo strike out Jh~ first Jour
LCSC batters in the 'second game. but
was later belted with a grand slam to
begin the Warrior's scoring.
In Saturday's game Central had
eight hits, six of which came from
Dana Beckley, Steve Poler, and Mike
Reese: each managing two hits in the
game.
Central brought only a pair of runs
across the plate in its final series of the
1996 season. Both runs came in the
Saturday's game. and both were unearned.
Starting pitcher, senior Rob
Jablonski ended his final season for
Central with a record of 2-4.

by Mike Parker
St~ff reporter
The Wildcats were swept in their
final series of the season last weekend,
dropping three games to Lewis and
Clark State; 8-0, 6-0, and 7-2.
In two games Friday, Central batters only managed six hits. Three
came from David Blockinger, who led
the Wildcats for the season with a .349
batting average. Blockinger' s hits
extended his hitting streak to 10
games, the longest for any Central
player this season.
Pitching honors in Friday's games
went to Corey Carmack in the opener,
and to Ian Keber in the second game.

Beckley, who was hot on the tail of
Bill North's record for stolen bases in
.a single 's.eason. ended the season with'
·21 stolen bases in 3"3 attempts.
Beckley's effort fell two shy of
North's 29 stolen bases in 1969.
The Warriors, who will officially
become a NCAA Division I baseball
team in two years, gave their coach, Ed
Cheff, his l ,OOOth career victory in
Friday's second game. Central, along
with other teams, will be glad to see
the Warriors out of their division.
LCSC has lost only 276 games in its
last 20 seasons.
The Wildcats finished the 1996
season with a record of 19-27. one
game short of Coach Desi Storey's
goal of back to back 20 win seasons.

Andrew Purvis
shown in a
game earlier
this quarter
watching a
~

David Dick/
photo editor

Rodeo team's first season ·coming . to a cloSe
by Kristy Yingling
Staff reporter
Yeehaw! Central's Rodeo team is
ending Its first season this weekend in
Pendleton.
This year the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association recognized
the Rodeo cluh as a team. The team
consists of 8 competing students, and
several non-competing members.
Vern Matthews competes in ·two
rodeo events: the calf rope and the
team rope as the heel. Along with
these events there are seven others that
the team can participate in, barrel racing, bull riding, saddle bronc, bare
back, steer wrestling, goat tying and
break away roping. Both the goat tying and break away roping are
women's events.
Students bring their own horses for
the events but the livestock is selected
at random. Several local ranchers supply for the team members livestock to
· practice with. This season the team
did not hold any practices, but hope

to next season. The group meets to. gether either at a rodeo or a club meeting.
Molly Udager is the adviser and
schedules the team in rodeos through
out the year.
Central has three women on the
team that have been competing this
season. Matthews said they hope that
more women will tum out next year.
''This year was basically a building
year," Matthews said. "We hope to
recruit a lot of freshman and other students next year."
The team is built by students from

Vern Matthews

in di vi dual. women .. men and combined team standings.
"He receives the majority of the
teams points a~ this time," Matthews
said.
Taylor will not know for sure if he
made the CNF until after this weekends events.
''The club is not limited j,u~t to
competitors, but for people that are
interested in the rodeo." Matthews
said.
Keep your eyes and ears open for
the first rodeo that the club will hold
in Ellensburg.

Interested in Alaska
Summer Employment?

THE
OUTDOOR STORE

FORT MAC.

''

The club is not
limited to
competitors, but for
people th~t are
interested in the
rodeo.

all over Washington including Olympia. Pasco and Enumclaw. Since this
was the team's first season they were
unahle to come up with the appropriate funds to host a hometown rodeo.
Matthews said next season they
hope to have at least one local rodeo.
the NIRA also requires the teams to
host a rodeo at least once every two
years.
Dally Taylor competes in calf roping, saddle bronc and steer wresting.
He may qualify for the College National Finals Rodeo in Bosman, Mont.
The scoring of the events are based on

For More Information, Come to SUB #208

Friday May 1 7th
at 9am, 1 pm, or 4pm

I··

·~I ·.

, . ... . ...
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' • GLACIER NATIONAL PARK ! Come have' tfie best · ' • • parent's income. Le1 us help. Call Student Financial'
··Camp Cou'nselors·\$-1300 for seasoA) -· ·' : · ·~
summ~r of your life in Montana. St. Mary.Ledge &. ' , SaMces: 1·800-263·6495 ext. F50933.
, • · Camp Zanika. coetl resident camp orT Lake Wenatchee.
tActivity Counselors ~$'1 300 for seasonr
Resort, Glacier Park's finest, now hiring for the 1996
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK . Make up to $2545/hr
• .Program Leader ($2200 for season)·
June 16-August 11 . 1996. Cabin Counselors. Lifeguards.
summer season. Call 1(800)368·3689 for an application. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or
•Health Services Coordinator ($2600 for season)
Unit Director &Nurse Current first aid &CPR by the time
Doh'! pass up the opportunity of alifetime.
S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
Seattle City Light'sSkagit Youth Camp runs from June 14
you report to camp. Great expenence if you're thinking
SCUBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES • Sign up now.
required. For information call (206) 971 -3570 ext. J60931.
to August 15. Call (206) 233-2531 for application packet. or
about ateaching career. Salary plus room &board. For
Contact John Moser Jr. 925· 1272
EARN $$$ · $1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
send cover letter and resume to: Mary D. McKinney, CCD.
application packet or further information call 1·800-548·
FUN SUMMER JOBS-Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for For info call (301) 306·1207.
Seattle City Light. 700 Filth Avenue,Suite 3100, Seattle
8884 or fax: (509) 664-3038.
children, near Cle Elum, is hiring boy's and girl's coun·
ENGLISH TEACHERS NEEDED . Teach conversational - WA 98104-5031
CONSIDERING ADOPTION • Family comes lirst tor
selors. Enjoy horseback riding, swimming (need two life· English in Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
EXTRA SPENDING MONEY! College Students: 12.9
devoted Doctor Dad and stay-at-home Mom eager to adopt
gards), hi~ng, etc, while gaining valuable experience.
certificate or Europeap language required. ln~xpensive
~ents per minute flat rate Long Distance1 qay or night,
baby to love and cherish. Please call Lisa &Michael in
Salary plus room and board. Call Penny : (509)674·2366 room &board +other benefits.For details: ·
·
anywhere in the U.S. Great lnt'I Rates also. Earn residual
Seattle 1-800·281 ·7302.
FAST FUNDRAISER '-Raise $500 in 5dayS··Greeks, . (206) 971 -3680 €XI. K6093f.
:
income from other people's long dist. usage. Excellent way
SUMMER JOB • CWU Conference Program has several
groups, clubs, motivated individuals. ·Fast. easy-·no
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING · Entry-level &career
to make $$ for schoo11 'FREE .. No signup feesi
temporary Laundry Aide positions available at an hourly
financial obligation. (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33. TIS1698
positions available worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico. Caribbean.
'Excellent Commissions1 'No Selling involved!
wage of $6.00. Shitts available: 5:00am -130pm &
Meadowood Lane, Reno, NV 89502.
etc.) Waitstaff, housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders. fitness
1-800-732-2863 ext. 2000 ID# BO 8489078.
130pm · 1O:OOpm. These positions are expected to begm
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -Earn up to $2,000+
counselors, and more. Call Resort Employment Services
Call NOWI It's FREEi
June 8. 1996 and will terminate on or before September 24
per month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
1·206-971-3600 ext. R60932
THE GATHERING · http:/iwww takeme.com scholarships.
1996. Applicants must be atleast 16 years of age. be able
companies. World travel. Seasonal &full-time
WORK IN THE OUTDOORS · National Pan<s, Forests,
academic and career resources.internships. sports. news
to perlorm physical labor and work weekends An original
employment available. No experience necessary. For
WildlifePreserves. and Conces.sionaires now hiring
enterta1nmenttravel. music. debates and 1.000s of linksl
Social Security card. driver's license ana;or passpcrt 1s
more information, call 1·206·971 -3550 ext. C60933
seasonal workers. Excellent benefits +bonuses~ Call
COLLEGE STUDENTS • Looking for enthus1ast1c
required by ;aw as proof ol identity and employability
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in public and
1(206)971 ·3620 ext. N60932
individuals who are determined to become successful w·
Interested app-licants may apply at Courson Conferenre
private sector grants &scholarships is now available. All
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
our company. Flexible PT &FT, w/ earnings of $3K-5K
Center or contact Larry at 963· 1192 for more 1nlormation
students are eligible regardles.s of grades. income. or
Ska it Youth Cam :
monthl Call for an a oointment: 963-8676
A -l1cations must be returned no later than Ma 2.1 199E

consulting firm investigating fish fauna.ol the "owe1
·Yakima River Basin. Conduct field work and have ar
interest 1n fisheries biology. Coursework 1r: 61oiog1 i~
desirable Field work will be conducted one day ~er
week Begins June. 1996 Part time at S6 00 hou;
Call Pat: (509\ 925-4696 for more details
FEMALE ROOMMATE· wanted !or Asnrori C:our: A~:l
during summer quarter only. S272 mor1tr1
Call 962·3183. !or Shannon or Amy
CAMP STAFF NEEDED -Looking for d surnrne1 1ob
that will pay you to be outdoors have fun and make a
positive impact on kids? Work at our resident Girl
Seoul Camp near Bellair on the 01ymp1c Peninsula
June 17-August 17 Counselors Lifeguards
horseback nd1ng start. naturalist arts &crahs ~rte''''~
staff and more For app11cat1on 1800\ 5.ti ·9:/'2

Up and Coming
-E°ot'
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lntrnmurnl Sot\ball Pht,\Offs
(;ood luck lt•mns!

-

Contact Career Dewlopment
Senices @96J-ICJ21 F.l\l.l.

1-.! p.m .. s~1m's Pla4·e (Sl'Hl
Spanish Conwrsation Group

-

34 p.m .• Hartze 20.!
Workshop: WThe Critical 1st Year On

1-2 p.m .• Sam's Pluee (SllH)
Spanish Conwrsation Group

Tht' Job"
Sponson•d b,\: Career Oewlopment
Sen ices

5:30 p.m .• Counseling Center

5 p.m .. Sl'H .!l~
\\'omen's Student Oq:anirntion

S.T.E.P.S Meeting

6 p.m .. Sl-B .!08
Speaker: _-\rt 'lerrick. The Rock.'·
Com pan.'

.

Quarlfied candidates win be high energy, entrepreneurial, co11petitltve
indlvlduals with previous customer service/sales experience.

PRSSA
All students welcome!

7 p.n1 .• Sl"B Theatre
Speaker: Carl :\lach ~African
.-\merfrnns contributions to societ.'·"

.

-

6 p.m .. SllB 204

PRSS.\ Professional Ad\ isor

""-' ·

Are you lookl•g for a lob In a fast-paced, fun envlron•ent?
.....,. . 1.....a.car provides you with experience In all areas
of cuslo•er service, sales, narketlng, and •anage•ent. ·
Begin your career with a co•pany that pro•otes I 00%
from within, based I 00% on your perlonnance.

6 p.m .• SUB 209
GALA Meeting

-·-

8 p.m .. Tower Theatre

-

Biloxi Blues. a '.\eil Simon comedy

-

•Managen1e111 1ra1·ee
.
123• rsl year

-

7 p.m •• l\tar)' Grupe Center
Chi Alpha Meeting

S8. students/seniors-1/2 price

•Suninier llllent1'16 •/: ,,,,,
Approx. I I 0/ 1110

8 p.m .. Hertz Recital Hall
Conrert: Facult.'- Woodwind Quintet
Coordinated b.'-: Dr. Hal Ott

res••• to:

Opening at Libert,\· Theatre
Flipper
:\lrs. Winterborne

Noon, SUB Pit
Cat Talk: "With President Nelson"

--~ - .~~~

S p.m •• Bouillon Rm 101
National Broadcasting Society

'r·~

Sound Interesting? Send or FAX
Enterprise-Rent-A-Car
2000 Bensoa Rd. South, Suite #250
Renton, WA 91055

-

-

· 8 p.JJ,l •• Tower Theatre
Biloxi Blues. a :\'eil Simon comedy

-

S8. students/seniors-1/2 price

www.erac.co•
ren't-a-car
Pick Enterprise. We'll pick you up.®

6 p.m •• Studio East Dining Hall
Residence Hall Council Meeting

9 p.m .. The Thunderbird
Lh·e band: .. Full Ride"

S5

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Concert:' PercllssiOn En§emble
Conducted by: Dr. Andrew Spencer
10 a.m.-2 p.m., Hal Holmes Center
Science Hobb.'· Da.'·
Sponsored h.'·: Institute for Science and

Our Annual

Adeline's Ladies Night
25 cents olT all drinks

-

Societ.'·

Enterprise

Fu (206> 228..aas8

8 p.m•• Tower Theatre
, Biloxi Blues. a ~eil Simon comed\'
· ' SS. students/seniors-1/2 price
.

-

~..--~'5

9 p.m., The Thunderbird
I.he band: '"full Ride"
s~

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)

9: J ~p.m.· J :JO a.m., T~ BucklMNll'd
Lin· band: .. Katti~"
no cu\ er

5 p.m., SUB JfM

Women's Student OrpninlioD

1p....,sua UN

~ey. ~

Speaker: Mr. Evan l\teblenbacher,

, ..

CSR.

"Succt!Ss, BreakinR Thniiugh the
Barriers"

3 p.m .. HL·rt1. Kctital Hall

-

Lom·crt: S~·mphonit Band
l:onduclcd h~: Dr. Andrew Spencer

X p.m •• Hertz Kccihtl Hall
Com:crt: Trumpet C:hoir
( ;ir~ciu~·tt·d h_; :'fom (;au~

... I

~ •

8 p.m., Hert~ Recitai Hall
Concert: Wind Ensemble
Conduct~ by: 1..arry Gookin

......
,.

• I

t

• •

-

Spanish Convel'Slltion Group

I

t

9: I 5p.m.· I :311 u.m., Th~ Huckhourd '
Lt'l' band: "Huttlcd''

~

'

•
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· ....:. ·Thursday; ·May 23
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.8~.m.\.tp.m: ~in· the SUB

LOTS OF GREAT MERCHANDISE
AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!

no to\ l'r

--t p .m ., '.', l B \ aka m a Um.
KC\ r \ltctini.:

-

7:10 p.m .. Sl -H Yakama Hm.
l{d( H n~ in .h:"u" Campu!<i Fcllow.;hip

Anyone interested in getting information in the calendar needs to submit it to
Bouillon Hall, Rm. 122 by 4 p.m. on Friday the week before publication.
Produced b : Laura Lucchesi

